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Who Is Walking The Walk In The Batticaloa District?
MENCAFEP – Batticaloa this March started a new three year grant with Terre
des hommes – Netherlands. If not for Tdh – Netherlands, its friends and
supporters. MENCAFEP – Batticaloa would not be able to carry out its
invaluable work with disabled children and their families, in one of the most
strife affected and poorest Districts in Sri Lanka.
Welcome to this our seventh ‘Singing Fish’ newsletter, were we are going to
discuss the present situation in Batticaloa District as well as looking at a field of
intervention very rarely looked at or discussed in international forums;
disability, disabled children in emergency and conflict situations.
Since our last newsletter the situation in the Batticaloa District has changed,
with the LTTE being pushed out of the Eastern Province, apart from a few small
LTTE groups operating hit and run tactics. The Sri Lankan Government has been
trying to establish some sort of order and democracy. It has gone into
partnership with a group called the TMVP; this is a breakaway group from the
LTTE. This group say they have now entered into the democratic main stream.
Although they openly carry weapons, with the permission of the Government,
they have been accused by many UN Agencies and INGO’s of child recruitment.
They are also a law unto themselves, with the police seemingly powerless against
them and the people of Batticaloa living in terror. As the TMVP with the
compliance of the security forces, tour the streets of Batticaloa and its environs in
unidentified (no number plates) white vans and people seem to disappear from
their own homes!

Police searching civilians in Batticaloa Town.
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Over the past months two elections have taken place in Batticaloa, this is the first
time in 20 years. The Municipal Council Elections and the Eastern Province
Elections, both won by the TMVP backed by the Government Party. Reports by
observers say that both elections were rife with ballot rigging and intimidation
by armed cadres of the TMVP was wide spread, with thousands of polling cards
being forcibly taken from people.
The actual physical situation due to all out war has been a lot harsher than
described above. However, since the demise of the LTTE in the Eastern Province
another more underground, more unsaid situation has taken the place of an
actual physical battle and war. Disappearances in the middle of the day and at
the middle of night. Children being forcibly recruited, youth on the street corners
toting AK 47’s. A population terrified to question anything or anyone in case
they are beaten up or one of their family or themselves become one of the
disappeared. With all the above happening with what can only be described as
the complete backing of the Government Security Forces! Which again asks the
question if the Government Forces are supporting these human rights abuses,
how much do the actual Government, who are actually in charge of the country
know about these abuses? I will let you make up your own mind!

Family of child that has been forcibly recruited by one of the paramilitaries.
In the North of the Island all out war is raging, did you know that apart from
Sudan, Sri Lanka is the only country in the world that is Ariel bombing its own
population, as well as using helicopter gunships. So what does the LTTE do? It
sends suicide bombers into Colombo to blow up buses and trains. Who suffers
again? You guessed it - innocent civilians, the LTTE are a proscribed terrorist
organisation, which does not excuse them from these atrocities. However when
the Sri Lankan Government are behaving with all their actions against all Sri
Lankan civillians like a terrorist organisation - we have madness, madness,
madness!
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Sri Lanka in general during this reporting period has been on its knees, only the
elite, politicians, diplomatic missions and arms/weapons dealers are not feeling
the effects of an inflation rate running at 25%+. Along with the world wide
increases in oil and food prices, the Sri Lankan economy with its parallel war
economy has been in free fall. Food prices especially rice has been increasing
everyday, petrol and diesel increase every week, the cost of living is out of
control. Many hungry people are walking the street, especially in Batticaloa were
war, Tsunami and now a plague of human locusts are feeding of this very sad
Districts bones - to be honest the human locusts that have taken Sri Lanka to
depths unheard of 2 years ago are feeding on the bones of all Sri Lanka. In
Batticaloa District it just seems more pronounced with all that has happened
there over the last 25 years.

Police in Batticaloa Town.
MENCAFEP has tried not to let the above affect the projects, but fuel and food
prices are biting hard. Their is no doubt that under nourishment is beginning to
hit vulnerable groups, with ICRC and UN Agencies reporting malnourishment
among a wide range of children through out Sri Lanka. MENCAFEP expects this
to get no better over the coming months, with the world wide financial crisis
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crippling many countries. In Sri Lanka’s case it also has the added on pressure of
fighting and funding a civil war, that does not help the overall situation.
However, one of the best initiatives MENCAFEP has implemented is that every
child, young person that attends MENCAFEP centres gets a midday meal, thus
guarantying that the vulnerable children we work with get at least one good
meal a day. Whether this can be sustained at present levels of inflation is another
question. MENCAFEP is trying to find other donations to help with its food and
fuel bills.

Lunch-time at MENCAFEP – Batticaloa.
Which is little ironic when we see the politicians who rule this country sit in
their gilded palaces, surrounded by armed guards, sending their children for
private education abroad. As they make pronouncements on, who should run
Batticaloa District and the Eastern Province and how it should be run. As people
go hungry on the streets of Batticaloa. As the white vans with no number plates
and darkened out windows cruise the streets of Sri Lanka making people
disappear, never to be seen again, or people are beaten up, when children are
abducted and forced into armed groups on the streets of the North and East of
the country. 1When children and young people with disabilities, in developing
countries are the first to die; are the first to get disease and infection; and are
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Chris Stubbs assessment report for Tdh-Netherlands on the Tsunami that hit Batticaloa, Sri Lanka,
December 2004.
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the last to get resources when they are handed out! What a strange world we all
live in!
During this reporting period MENCAFEP – Batticaloa went on several
excursions:
In March MENCAFEP – Batticaloa held its annual sports meet, with great fun
being had by all.

Vinnie gets ready for the 25 metres sprint.
April, May and June saw many parents support group meetings and general
parents meetings to form a parents executive committee to help run the project
along with the staff.

Parents support group meeting at MENCAFEP – Batticaloa.
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June also saw a big bus trip out to the seaside, with packed lunches; some
children were seeing the ocean for the first time and to see severely disabled
children floating in the ocean supervised by staff. With smiles on their faces is a
moment that will stay with MENCAFEP – Batticaloa for a long time. Also in June
the centre picked its Head Boy, Head Girl and class prefects.

On the beach with Chandru.

MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Head Girl, Urma.
July saw another big excursion to the Batticaloa Play Park, were the children had
so much fun again.
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August saw many parents again, to plan the programmes for the next six
months.

Bullet holes in the wall of a building used as a refugee camp in Batticaloa
District.
Working With Disabled Children In Conflict And Emergency Situations.
Since MENCAFEP started work in the Batticaloa District, after the Tsunami of
December 2004, its work has not only been in post emergency and disaster
situation, but also in a conflict zone. Working with disabled children and their
families in a war situation has brought new aspects to MENCAFEP’s work.
Especially in the way that MENCAFEP has had to work with disabilities among
Batticaloa Districts refugee population due to the emergency and conflict.
MENCAFEP would like to look at how it is developing policies and certain facets
of its work, to meet the needs of disabled children affected by conflict and
emergencies.
In Batticaloa, the existing conflict situation was exacerbated by the post-tsunami
relief efforts. Statistics on disability in the District were as usual problematic, in
fact in some cases non-existent. Disability in the District has always been caught
in the ‘no inclusion therefore no reason to self-identify’ loop, and based on an
impairment rather than social model. There has been a tendency, not only in
Batticaloa, but in Sri Lanka as a whole, to refer to the disabled community as a
homogenous group.
Conflicts and emergencies are frequent in the poorest countries, like Sri Lanka.
People with disabilities who become refugees and become disabled due to
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conflict or emergencies tend to be overlooked in humanitarian operations. Yet
they are amongst the most at risk.

Women and children queuing for food in a camp in Batticaloa District.
MENCAFEP through its work since the Tsunami has found out that although the
incidence of impairment increases in a conflict or emergency situation, affected
people are less likely to survive, and the overall prevalence of disability may
therefore appear to fall. The most vulnerable disabled people – women, children
and elderly – are simply left behind and do not survive the journey to the refugee
camp.
In Batticaloa District the planting of land mines as a deliberate strategy to maim
and disable an individual in order to put extreme pressure on the country’s
already fragile health and rehabilitation services has been all too successful. And
it is often poor rural members of the civilian population who are injured by
mines and who receive the least attention once disabled.
In MENCAFEP’s experience, disaster responses and reconstruction efforts
usually do not adequately meet the rights and needs of persons with disabilities,
especially children with disabilities. MENCAFEP’s knowledge on this matter has
found that children with disabilities have been excluded from basic services and
facilities, such as safe water and sanitation, and lack of access to health centres,
schools and other facilities. This has resulted in reduced opportunities, further
isolation, poor health and poverty. The Millennium Development Goals of
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poverty reduction, health and access to safe water and sanitation will be difficult
to achieve without addressing access for the frail, elderly and persons with
disability.

Ranji near a mine field on the road to Batticaloa Town.
In Batticaloa inadequate infrastructure is major cause for ill health and disabling
conditions. Inaccessible environments, technology, transport, products and
services restrict equal participation to economic and social activities of many
groups of people who have temporary or permanent limitations in their
functional capacity. Emergencies and conflicts only worsen this situation.
In MENCAFEP’s opinion planners of reconstruction often fail to meet
accessibility requirements by not adapting the designs of built environments. By
including disability considerations in reconstruction plans, disabilities can be
prevented and the impact of impairments minimised (e.g. by incorporation of
occupational health and safety measures, adequate health and rehabilitation
services). Is it also essential that disaster preparedness planning includes the
needs of persons with disabilities.
MENCAFEP over the past years, in refugee camps, around its catchment area,
has tried to encourage hand pumps, water carrying containers, toilet facilities to
be designed or adapted for use by persons with disabilities.
MENCAFEP has also tried to persuade agencies that shelters, both emergency
and long term, must meet minimal accessibility levels. Persons with disabilities,
especially children with disabilities, will require additional protection from
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abuse, hence proximity to facilities and care-giving/protective services is
important.

Working with children with disabilities in an emergency situation.
MENCAFEP has with the help of Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and
Children, put some pointers down on how to protect children with disabilities in
emergency and conflict situations.

.Parents with disabled children waiting for advice.
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Objective: To improve the identification and response to specific protection risks
faced by displaced children with disabilities.
 Include children with disabilities in all protection monitoring, with a
particular focus on identifying and preventing neglect, abandonment,
concealment, physical restraint, isolation, physical and/or sexual abuse,
exploitation, trafficking, discrimination and stigmatization of children
with disabilities.
 Establish community child protection committees, with the involvement
of children and young people themselves, that identify at-risk children,
including children with disabilities, monitor risks, intervene where
possible and refer cases to relevant protection staff or authorities as
necessary.

Support for a disabled child.
 Promote the inclusion of children and young people with disabilities in
children’s and youth groups in the community. Encourage children and
young people with disabilities to set up their own support groups, where
necessary.
 Encourage the establishment of support groups for parents and family
members of children with disabilities; set up mother and child groups
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and/or parent support groups where parents can meet and young
children can play.

Parents support group meeting in a conflict situation.
Ranji and Chris Stubbs.
Founders – MENCAFEP
October 2008.
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